. Schematic of OOVEE. OOVEE consists of six parts: OOVEE-PC, OOVEE-RP, the pressure chamber, pressure tubings, and two isothermo baths (OOVEE-LT and OOVEE-HT). V1, V2, V3, and V4 are valves. OOVEE-PC is the pressure control including a deadweight tester and a pressure control pump. The pressure chamber is pressurized first by rough pressurinzing aparture, OOVEE-RP, which includes a booster pump, and then controlled by OOVEE-PC after pressure adjustment by a variable volume included in OOVEE-RP. The pressure chamber's temperature is controlled by one of two isothermo baths, OOVEE-LT and OOVEE-HT. . 3b ) and the bath (left of Fig 3b) . The agitating unit (Fig 3c) is stored into the conditioning part as the pressure chamber (Fig. 2) into the bath. . 4b ) and the bath (left of Fig. 4b ). The agitating unit (Fig.  4c) is stored into the conditioning part as the pressure chamber (Fig. 2) into the bath. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25 , and 30 degree Celcius, then decreased with the same steps to 0 degree Celcius, and finally the control target temperature was set to 20 degree Celcius and the refrigerator was stopped. 
図4. OOVEE-HTの構造図など．a は前面図，

